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Introduction
This year has pushed so many people to their limits in ways we could never imagine. Our hearts go 
out to you all. Here’s hoping 2021 brings some reprieve and better times. We are not going to lie – 
Covid-19 has tested our organising and movement building skills. But we are only as powerful as 
our capacity to evolve and adapt. 

We have supported movements to take large distributed actions in a Covid-safe way across the 
country. This year we have experimented with online tactics, scaled online spaces for meetings, 
training, and protest actions. Despite the hardship that Covid-19 has brought, it has also 
challenged us to develop new ways of building power and campaigning, and to forge new ways  
of connecting people at a time when we need each other more than ever. 

As if tackling the climate crisis wasn’t hard enough, we now live in a world where we must tackle 
the climate crisis on top of multiple other overlapping crises and find ways to build new forms of 
power, coalitions with new allies, and mix interests to scale movements to win. 2020 gave us a 
chance to start experimenting with this. In 2021, we will take what we have learned to the next 
level in our missions to #StopAdani, move Australia beyond coal and gas, and support the next 
generation through the School Strike 4 Climate network to demand and win climate justice for all. 

School strikers collaborate with #StopAdani volunteers.
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Our work: looking back, and forward

#StopAdani
Over the past 6 months, the Tipping Point team has continued to work closely with key movement 
partners: The Sunrise Project, Galilee Blockade, Market Forces, and the Pacific Climate Warriors to 
successfully force financiers and insurers to walk away from Adani’s coal project and deliver strong 
policies to move beyond coal. 

As Adani continues their slow but steady progress on Wangan and Jagalingou country, there is 
a need to expose the injustice of their actions and ensure no companies are willing to work with 
Adani, whilst building a bigger, more skilled movement ready to take on the broader coal sector.

Highlights 
n Shifting the global insurance sector

Our work pressuring Adani’s potential insurers continues to make waves and push the global 
insurance sector away from fossil fuels. After ruling out Adani, insurance company Talanx/HDI went 
on to rule out providing insurance for the heavily polluting Trans Mountain pipeline in Canada. This 
announcement came off the back of huge pressure overseas, but the enormous pressure around 
their work with Adani put it at the top of their list1. 

In June, we received new intel that Adani was seeking their insurance from the Lloyd’s of London 
marketplace – a “last resort” insurance marketplace for the most controversial projects in the world. We 
switched our attention to Lloyd’s insurers, and launched an ambitious campaign aimed at forcing all 
32 companies in a position to insure Adani to rule out providing insurance services for Adani’s 
coal project by the end of the year in order to cut off the company’s last shot at insurance. 

In the past, our campaign approach has been to concentrate our power by focusing the 
movement’s energy at the same target all at once. Faced with the challenge of needing to shift 32 
possible targets simultaneously and quickly – deadlines for insurance renewals were looming – we 
designed an innovative ‘Adopt a Lloyd’s Insurer’ program. This program supported different local 
groups to ‘adopt’ an insurance company and lead on the research about key decision makers and 
the design and implementation of campaign tactics to pressure their target. 

Tipping Point staff supported local groups with a detailed Adopt a Lloyd’s Insurer Guide, group 
strategy planning sessions, mentoring leaders and convening fortnightly “Contractor Hub’’ calls 
with grassroots leaders that facilitated cross-group lesson sharing and planning.

Local groups have learnt new skills in designing and implementing targeted corporate campaigns by 
rolling out the program, and the creativity, determination and effectiveness of the grassroots has been 
inspiring to watch! As a consequence of this, 17 Lloyd’s insurers have ruled out Adani. 15 to go!

1 Talanx Group drops backing for Trans Mountain Pipeline, Insurance Business Australia. 30 June 2020.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LcQRvpP_Bn0D8l3Kb_P1CreujvYuauWo-2wS_wIZcOs/edit
https://www.nsnews.com/local-news/insurance-company-drops-trans-mountain-policy-citing-climate-change-3124590
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‘He congratulated me on how well organised our organisation and activities have been and for all 
the contacts they’ve had. It has received attention “at the highest levels of the company”.’ Board 
Member of Lloyd’s insurer Markel to a local #StopAdani group leader.

Other key elements of the Lloyd’s campaign push included: 

• Hosting a massive online rally to pressure the Lloyd’s of London insurance 
marketplace, with almost 600 people joining on Zoom and thousands tuning in to 
the rally on Facebook. Together we sent 900+ calendar invites2 to Lloyd’s insurer 
CEOs, made 500 direct phone calls, had insurers like Hamilton complaining of being 
‘bombarded’ by phone calls and emails, and attracted widespread media coverage 
across key financial outlets in the US, Asia and Australia3 

• Supporting groups to host dozens of local action sessions called an ‘Hour of Power’ to 
target their insurer online

• Pressured companies in the Lloyds of London insurance marketplace through a 
sustained phone calling program and digital tactics

2 A new campaign tactic pioneered by our friends at 350.org Australia where you send a decision maker a calendar invitation to 

jam up their calendars. Try it here – it’s fun! 
3 Media coverage of Lloyds rally: The Wall Street Journal, Insurance business mag, Asia Insurance post, Asia Insurance review, 

Asian metal, Steel guru, The Australian, Australian Financial Review, Investing Australia, Economic Times, Mining.com and more!

We worked with UK partners “Insure Our Future” and 350 to host a simultaneous action outside 
Lloyd’s headquarters in London (UK photo) to host an action outside Lloyds headquarters the day 
before a massive online rally in Australia to pressure the insurance marketplace to rule out providing 
insurance for Adani.

https://www.stopadani.com/calendarsbi
https://www.wsj.com/articles/lloyd-s-insurer-apollo-syndicate-to-exit-adani-s-carmichael-coal-mine-151603901562
https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/au/news/breaking-news/apollo-drops-insurance-cover-for-adani-coal-mine-237612.aspx
https://www.asiainsurancepost.com/climate_change/lloyds-insurer-apollo-stop-underwriting-adani-coal-mine-sept-2021
https://www.asiainsurancereview.com/News/View-NewsLetter-Article/id/74346/Type/eDaily/Australia-Lloyd-s-firm-to-stop-insuring-Adani-coal-mine-after-Sep-2021#
http://www.asianmetal.com/news/data/1591597/Apollo%20to%20stop%20underwriting%20Adani%20coal%20mine%20from%20Sep%202021
https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/au/news/breaking-news/apollo-drops-insurance-cover-for-adani-coal-mine-237612.aspx#:~:text=Apollo%20confirmed%20that%20it%20will,in%20respect%20of%20Adani%20Carmichael
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/mining-energy/another-lloyds-insurer-drops-adanis-carmichael-coal-project/news-story/598485436c77060a217d4194fc791dac?btr=3636f9caa024c45b4effcf3b37b24f98
https://www.afr.com/companies/financial-services/anz-screens-out-coal-adani-loses-another-insurer-20201029-p569mz
https://au.investing.com/news/commodities-news/update-1lloyds-insurer-apollo-to-stop-underwriting-adani-coal-mine-from-sept-2021-2234785
https://energy.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/coal/lloyds-insurer-apollo-to-stop-underwriting-adani-coal-mine-from-sept-2021/78923187
https://www.mining.com/web/lloyds-insurer-apollo-to-stop-underwriting-adani-coal-mine-from-sept-2021/
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• A “Permanent Phone Jam” tactic where we called a Lloyd’s insurer approximately every 
10 minutes every weekday for 6 weeks. 522 people booked in one thousand and forty-
two phone calls, of which 748 were then logged on our website. In those 6 weeks five 
more insurance companies dropped Adani.

Key insurance wins: 

• 17 insurance companies ruling out Adani including Apollo who had an existing contract 
with Adani which they will not renew in 2021.

• Lloyd’s of London responding to pressure by announcing they had commissioned a 
report into their involvement with fossil fuels due by the end of the year.4

n Going after coal finance

Korean finance: Recognising that every dollar Adani spent paying back debt on the Abbot Point 
coal port was money they couldn’t spend building the mine, we worked with partners to launch a 
short, sharp, and successful campaign calling on Adani’s investors to rule out providing any finance 
for Adani’s coal port. 

We collaborated with the Sydney School Strikers to successfully pressure Samsung to rule out 
providing any further financial backing for Adani’s coal port.5 The Tipping Point team provided 
crucial behind the scenes support for the strikers including with action planning support, 
communications, and social content creation. 

We mobilised grassroots to pressure other Korean financiers – Hanwha, and Korean Investment 
Securities (KIS) – to rule out providing finance for Adani’s Abbot Point coal port. 

4 Lloyds of London falls to £400m loss due to coronavirus claims. City AM 20 September 2020
5 Samsung Securities pledges no further financial backing for Adani coal after protest.The Guardian, 17 July 2020

https://www.cityam.com/lloyds-of-london-falls-to-400m-loss-due-to-coronavirus-claims/
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/jul/17/samsung-securities-pledges-no-further-financial-backing-for-adani-coal-after-protest
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The #StopAdani campaign is now renowned internationally for its innovative and successful 
corporate campaigning and, more importantly, is working to leverage larger wins across the coal 
sector. For example, the wins against Hanwha and KIS precipitated a massive push back 
against fossil fuel financing in Korea.6

Korean allies sent us this message after the 
Samsung win.

“This victory could provide critical momentum for 
phase-out campaigns for both Korean domestic 
and overseas coal projects. Namely, the Vung Ang 
2 campaign in Vietnam, as Samsung C&T, the 
construction arm of Samsung, is still considering its 
involvement in the project, as well as other potential 
Korean creditors which have significant consumer 
brands, as some are partially involved in the 
construction of coal projects in Korea.

In other words, the #StopAdani campaign could 
potentially help usher out other Korean coal projects. 
Your involvement has been critical in these efforts 
and thank you again for all of your hard work on this 
campaign.”

— Allies at Solutions for Our Climate, Korea

Stopping (another) $1 billion dollar loan: On November 17 we received the alarming news that 
the State Bank of India (SBI) were shaping up to loan Adani up to 5000 crore in Indian Rupees ($1 
billion Australian dollars).7 This represented a significant new threat that required urgent attention. In 
response, Tipping Point:

• Led on snap actions turning out hundreds of people with 48 hours notice in 
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Canberra, Suva, and Wellington, with partners organising 
in New York, London, and Goa, India! 

• Worked with the grassroots to back up a second round of actions just seven days 
later across the country when we received intel that the SBI board were meeting that 
week to make a decision on the loan. This included high profile actions at the opening 
game of the India V Australia cricket tour. 

6 Anti coal campaign gathering force. The Korean Times, 24 November 2020
7  SBI set to offer Rs 5000 cr loan to Adani coal project in Australia: Report, Business Standard, November 17 2020.

 

We supported the Sydney School Strikers to 
successfully pressure Samsung to rule out 
providing finance for Adani’s Abbot Point  
coal port.

http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/biz/2020/09/367_296246.html
https://www.business-standard.com/article/companies/sbi-set-to-offer-rs-5000-cr-loan-to-adani-coal-project-in-australia-report-120111701051_1.html
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• The second wave of actions gained unprecedented and widespread coverage 
(356 stories), including in India’s two largest media outlets – a critical audience for the 
campaign,8 and over 6000 mentions in social media.

• Led on digital actions and action hours that supported the movement to directly 
target SBI decision makers via thousands of emails and hundreds of phone calls, 
calendar jams, and direct messages to executives via Linkedin, Twitter, and WhatsApp 
(WhatsApp was a new innovation and allowed us to receive read receipts, so we knew 
they has ‘seen’ the message).

8 Indian coverage: The Hindustan Times, The Wire, Indian Express, The Hindu, Deccan Herald, National Herald, Business Today, 
Business Insider India, Telegraph India, Bloomberg Quint, Scroll, Australian coverage in: 7 news, the Courier Mail, SBS, Fox 
Sports and The Guardian.

Tipping Point supported the grassroots to hold snap actions two weeks in a row outside State Bank 
of India offices, Indian consulates, and the Sydney Cricket Ground to pressure the bank to stop the 
$1 billion loan to Adani.

https://www.hindustantimes.com/cricket/india-vs-australia-two-protesters-barge-into-ground-holding-no-1b-adani-loan-signs-during-sydney-odi/story-pkM1R8AH8CHmloCV7PdyvM.html
https://m.thewire.in/article/environment/when-stop-adani-protests-reached-the-sydney-cricket-ground
https://www.thehindu.com/sport/cricket/two-protesters-enter-field-during-india-australia-odi-in-sydney/article33190736.ece
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n Building a stronger movement

The Tipping Point team has continued to develop and deliver #StopAdani movement gatherings, 
events, and trainings to strengthen the relationships, skills, and capacity of grassroots leaders. 
Highlights include:

• Our first ever online #StopAdani Summit: more than 300 people came together for 
a full day gathering in July over Zoom to launch a new framework to stop the project: 
“Stop the money / Expose the injustice / Build the movement”. Over 96% participants 
rated the event as 4 or 5 out of 5. 

“Hey Isaac, just a quick one to say today (the summit) went incredibly well! I’m not surprised,  
I’ve come to expect it every time I get involved in whatever role. Which is just to say, you and the 
team are incredibly consistent and reliable. The Tipping Point team set an incredibly high bar for 
anyone else who thought they could lead, nurture and grow and movement of ordinary people.”  
— Malcolm, Brisbane #StopAdani local leader

• Amidst the pandemic, we trained 80 leaders in key digital campaigning skills like 
using Twitter and LinkedIn to pressure corporate targets, and using Canva to create 
engaging online graphic designs. This training empowered grassroots leaders to take 
over management of the “Bravus” spoof social media accounts when Adani looked to 
rebrand themselves, and create engaging video content like this, which gained national 
media coverage.

Grassroots leader Judy Mclenna from #StopAdani Gold Coast addresses the crowd at #StopAdani’s 
first online summit.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CH7OE3EHWbh/?igshid=1szjqqav0t9ey
https://www.pedestrian.tv/news/adani-forgot-to-claim-bravus/
https://www.pedestrian.tv/news/adani-forgot-to-claim-bravus/
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• Delivered a #StopAdani leadership program that trained 50 core leaders in key skills 
including strategy, group building, relational organising, and recruitment.

• Continued to convene the Digital and Contractor Hubs on the online platform, Slack, 
to skill up the most active members of our movement, provide them with training and 
facilitating peer to peer support from other leaders playing a similar role in other groups 
across the country.

The release of the latest #StopAdani documentary – ‘People Power Vs Adani – The Fight Of Our 
Times’ has also been a great opportunity to celebrate the 10 year campaign to keep Galilee basin 
coal in the ground. We supported local groups to host almost 50 community screenings of the 
film and ran a national screening attended by 300 people, collectively raising over $17,000 for the 
Wangan and Jagalingou Defence of Country Fund.

“I want to thank you and Stop Adani for all the help and support. I was astonished at the amount 
of trouble and effort you have gone to to make this as easy as possible for groups to organise. 
Never having done something like this before, all the instructions, prepared runsheets, tech notes 
and briefings and so on were just so valuable and gave us great confidence to proceed. And, of 
course, THE FILM itself! Please pass on our HUGE gratitude and respect to the wonderful team 
you have there.” — Hugh, local group leader

Priorities Moving Forward
1. Stopping the $1 billion State Bank of India loan
The loan from SBI is a major threat and could provide Adani with the money they desperately need, 
after being shunned by all private investors. 

As we write this update we don’t yet know if the SBI board has made the decision to approve the 
loan. Whilst influencing a bank thousands of kilometres away can seem like a daunting task, there 
is precedent! Following intense controversy, the State Bank of India walked away from a proposed 
$1 billion loan to Adani in 2015. And in 2017 we stopped a $1 billion NAIF loan to Adani from the 
Australian Federal Government after sustained pressure on the Queensland Government to veto 
the loan.

It’s our mission now to continue to create controversy around the loan and demonstrate to SBI 
decision makers and investors that giving just one cent to Adani for this toxic, controversial and 
uneconomic coal project will damage their global reputation.

And as our friend at Market Forces, Julien Vincent, pointed out last week, the very fact that Adani 
still needs a $1 billion loan in 2020 is a massive testament to the commitment and work of so many 
people over many years.
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“They didn’t get it from SBI, they didn’t get it from the NAIF, they didn’t get it from private 
investors. And this notion that they would ‘self finance’ the project has been exposed as yet 
another pile of crap to join all the other cowpats Adani has left in the public debate. To me, this 
validates all the work has been done, especially in the last two years after Adani made their 
‘self financing’ claim. They weren’t ever in control. They still needed external support. You kept 
pushing. Bloody well done” — Julien Vincent, Market Forces

So it’s onwards to…. stop. the. loan.

2. Building beyond Adani 
After our success with moving almost 100 companies to rule out working with Adani, strategy 
minds have begun to interrogate how we can more comprehensively move these companies away 
from the entire coal industry. In many cases, these companies have moved away from all coal as a 
consequence of our pressure, but there is an opportunity to tighten these commitments.

Hence, we need to use the next 6-12 months to: 

• Explore more opportunities to shift the finance and insurance sectors globally by using 
the #StopAdani project as a lightning rod that stigmatises coal.

• Prepare for a broadening of the #StopAdani campaign by applying lessons from our 
corporate campaigning over the past 3-4 years to bigger coal targets.

We’re currently planning a “StopAdani and Beyond” Summit for the end of February which will bring 
our movement together to do whatever it takes to #StopAdani and take on bigger coal fights.

School Strike 4 Climate Support 
Despite the challenges posed by Covid-19, students have continued to organise locally and 
nationally to build their inspiring movement. This has included online trainings in climate justice and 
core organising skills, and the most widespread day of climate action in Australia’s history to push 
back on the Morrison Government’s pro-gas agenda. Strikers are also in the midst of formulating a 
longer-term strategy for achieving action on their three demands and consolidating the momentum 
they’ve built over the past two years of mobilising in the streets. 

Highlights
September 25 National Day of Action: we supported strikers to organise over 600 actions 
across Australia to protest the Morrison Government’s efforts to expand gas in response to 
Covid-19. The #FundOurFutureNotGas Day of Action generated 478 print/online stories, 243 
broadcast stories and public momentum.
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n Building on the momentum of September 25 

National Pledge: The National Day of Action was an amazing first step to stop publicly funded 
gas expansion across Australia in the name of the “Covid recovery”. Following this inspiring 
start, students across the network are focusing on achieving the demands laid out on the day 
whilst building power locally. Students are working in their communities, having thousands 
of conversations, building new relationships and asking groups, businesses, institutions and 
prominent individuals to sign the #FundOurFutureNotGas pledge. 

The pledge calls on the Morrison Government to fund projects that care for Country and fund 
renewable energy – NOT GAS. The pledge also calls on the groups, businesses, institutions 
and prominent individuals who sign it to support the School Strike network by committing to 
turn out (and bring others) to the next strike. With the pledges collected from our communities, 
students are then meeting Federal MPs across the country in the lead up to the next Federal 
Budget to demonstrate this widespread opposition to gas as the Government makes critical 
funding decisions. So far, the students have collected over 500 pledges, some of which include 
small businesses from bridal shops, consultancies and cleaning companies as well as radio DJs, 
educational institutions and churches. You can view some here.

Trainings are being run across the network to upskill local groups and hub members on the six 
steps associated with the #FundOurFutureNotGas pledge. The Tipping Point team has also given 
more dedicated capacity to supporting regional student support hubs to roll out the pledge, using 
it as an opportunity to engage and seed new local groups. 

Tipping Point supported the school strike movement to host the most widespread day of climate 
action in Australia’s history with over 600 actions including this one on the lawns of Parliament House 
to protest the Government’s gas-led recovery plans.

https://www.schoolstrike4climate.com/pledge
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In 2021, the students will leverage this new and even more widespread support, as well as existing 
support from our communities and newly established local groups, to strike again, continuing to 
demand that public money is never wasted on funding new gas projects.

National Gas strategy: Tipping Point has identified preventing the publicly funded mass expansion 
of gas infrastructure as a key priority for 2021. The Government is planning dozens of new gas 
projects including a publicly funded gas power plant in the Hunter Valley, opening up five new gas 
basins including the Beetaloo Basin in the NT, expanding existing gas trading hubs, and spending 
on new gas pipelines. These “gas fired recovery” plans pose an enormous risk to our climate and 
are the opposite of the economic recovery Australia needs.

Tipping Point believes there’s a need for a concerted, public campaign to undermine the pillars 
of support for the gas industry, in particular access to public subsidies and political support. The 
strategy as it stands will have two key phases. 

In the first two phases (#FundOurFutureNotGas), we will work to undermine the key pillars of 
support for the gas industry; public subsidies, favourable public opinion for gas and access to land 
by amplifying Traditional Owner fights.

In the second two phases (#FundOurFuture), we will work to build support (public and political) for 
the alternative to gas expansion – renewable energy. This work, in the lead up to the next federal 
election is critical to diminishing public support for gas as a ‘necessary’ transition fuel and creating 
a positive pathway for both sides of politics to talk about climate change solutions.

Across Australia, people hosted over 600 actions to protest the Government’s pro-gas response to 
Covid-19.
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Getting our house in order: The national network has now welcomed over 200+ new student 
organisers into the network through a student run onboarding process. Since launching in May, 
1000+ people have signed up to be actively involved with 200+ students joining one of the 20+ 
welcome calls, where students get to know each other, learn about the current campaign tactics, 
and are taught to be active participants in the network. One student wrote “I thought the welcome 
call was amazing!! It was very inclusive and informative and made me very excited about joining the 
SS4C national team!!”

New students are also now connected up with a local organiser from one of the local groups, or 
with a “Hub” which supports rural and regional students get active locally, share knowledge and 
get upskilled. Each Hub now has an experienced volunteer adult mentor who works 1:1 with 
students to support the hub and roll out national tactics and strategy. 

National strategy process: For the past few months, the SS4C strategy working group has been 
implementing a process to create a framework for the network to make strategic decisions about 
how to direct their power for the most impact.

The work that the strategy working group has done so far is three-fold:

1: Decided what key questions need to be answered in order to form the basis of a 
strategy framework. 

2: Worked out a process to reach decisions about these questions, aiming to inform a 
national strategy framework by the end of 2020.

3: Designed and facilitated 7 sessions that have allowed participants to engage with, and 
come to a consensus on, these questions informing the national strategy framework. 

By the end of the year, the working group is hoping to produce a strategic framework which 
outlines (in one place!) SS4C’s vision, mission, values, strengths, role in the broader climate justice 
movement, strategy for mobilising and organising, strategy for targeting the fossil fuel industry, 
specifically which pillars of support SS4C should focus on, criteria for making decisions about 
campaigns SS4C will run nationally, approach to electoral politics, and approach to working with 
other organisations in coalitions.

Importantly, the students have really enjoyed working on the process, describing Sunday strategy 
sessions as “the highlight of my week!”. The students love to dive into the self described “proteiny” 
discussions, debating the source of their power and how it should be best directed.

Scaling Student Support: to scale our support of the strike network, we continue to support  
17 regional hubs with grassroots adult mentors supporting several strike groups in their region.
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Priorities Moving Forward
Over the coming six months, priorities for the strike network include:

• Long term strategy: Finalising and starting to implement their long term strategy to win 
action on their three demands.

• Training: continuing to deepen and expand training to build the skills and leadership 
capacity of the strikers. 

• Planning Summit: a summit over Summer to plan the year ahead. 

• Gas work: fleshing out next steps to continue pushing back on the Morrison 
Government’s pro-gas agenda. 

• Online innovation: developing new processes and platforms to enable students to 
organise and have impact online in the event of Covid impacts continuing into 2021. 

Tipping Point Evolution
Much has changed in the world and the movement since we founded Tipping Point, and Tipping 
Point must evolve too. In addition to our campaign work, Tipping Point has recently embarked on 
a 3 month evolution process to review, refine and improve our vision, mission, and organisation to 
have the biggest possible impact fighting the climate crisis. 

Our process will work through three distinct phases:

• Phase 1: Vision – reviewing and refining our vision, mission and theory of change.

• Phase 2: Movement – what are the movement(s) needed to achieve this vision and 
what’s Tipping Point’s approach to helping build and scale them

• Phase 3: Organisation – what does Tipping Point need to be/change as an 
organisation to deliver on the above? 

The evolution will include a series of team discussions, external briefings and proposal writing. The final 
output will be a strategic plan for the next 2-3 years. We’re excited to share this with you next year. 
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